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Human Sciences
As an Area of Knowledge

Journal #31 – 1/24 & 1/29
Scope & Applications

Are the human sciences, as a whole,
fundamentally different from the natural
sciences? If so, how? If not, why not?
Consider the following: the ways they use
models and theories, their methods for
collecting data, the nature of facts, the role of
observation and experimentation, the impact of
the observer on the observed phenomena,
quantification, falsifiability, precise prediction,
identification of constants, and the degree of
complexity of the phenomena studied

Human Sciences
In simple terms, the human sciences study
the reality of being human. More
specifically, the human sciences study the
social, cultural and biological aspects of
human existence. If we add the study of
human behaviour to this definition then the
Diploma Programme offerings cover a
range of human sciences including
psychology, social and cultural
anthropology, economics and geography.
IB Theory of Knowledge Curriculum Guide
2015, Human Sciences

NATURAL SCIENCES
The methods of the natural sciences based on
observation of the world as a means of testing
hypotheses about it are designed to reduce the
effects of human desires, expectations and
preferences, in other words they are
considered objective. In this sense, the natural
sciences emphasize the role of empirical
inquiry: scientific knowledge must be able to
withstand the test of experience and
experiment.

NATURAL SCIENCES
The natural sciences seek to discover laws of
nature—regularities in the natural world. These
are often causal relationships of the form “if X
happens then Y will be the result”. This
description implies that there is an attempt to
produce a system of knowledge that is
independent of human agency. Whether this is
indeed possible is a matter of debate.
IB Theory of Knowledge Curriculum Guide 2015, Natural Sciences

NATURAL SCIENCES
One interesting area of discussion is what
differentiates the scientific from the nonscientific. Many would suggest that it is the
methods used in science. It is therefore
interesting to consider what it is about these
methods that mean that the knowledge they
generate is often regarded as more reliable
than those employed by other AOKs.
IB Theory of Knowledge Curriculum Guide 2015, Natural Sciences

IB Theory of Knowledge Curriculum Guide 2015, Natural Sciences
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Human Sciences
A fundamental difference between human sciences
and natural sciences is in the interpretation of the
word “science”. The human sciences might be
classified as science because they use the
scientific method to test the validity and reliability
of hypotheses. However, unlike the natural
sciences, the phenomena they try to explain might
not possess hard and fast laws that admit no
exceptions. They might therefore resort to
statistical methods to establish their findings,
producing knowledge that is less reliable in terms
of issuing predictions.

SCIENCES
Ideals, Objectives, Methods

IB Theory of Knowledge Curriculum Guide
2015, Human Sciences

Journal #32 – 1/31/19
Concepts & Language

For Discussion – 1/31/19
Considerations of Scope & Concepts

What counts as an experiment in
human sciences? Are there
some necessary conditions for
an activity to be an experiment,
for example, hypotheses, data,
manipulation of variables,
observations, generalizations
and expectations of outcomes?

Is it reasonable to attempt to
explain human behavior
independently of what
people claim are their
intentions? Are there
insights into behavior that
can only be afforded by
finding these out?

For Discussion – 1/31/19

For Discussion – 1/31/19

Considerations of Scope & Concepts

Considerations of Scope & Concepts
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For Discussion – 1/31/19
Considerations of Scope & Concepts

Journal #33 – 2/4/19
Methodology

What are the main difficulties
human scientists confront
when trying to provide
explanations of human
behavior? What methods have
been invented to circumvent
these difficulties and to
minimize their influence on the
results that are obtained?

DISCUSSION NOTES

FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION
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Journal #33 CR – 2/4/19

Journal #34 – 2/6/19

Scope & Applications

Historical Development

To what extent are the methods
of human sciences
“scientific”? In the
“verstehen” approach, how
might the emotions of the
investigator affect the results
of the investigation?

It is not uncommon for very different
approaches to coexist within a single
human science (for example, classical
versus Keynesian versus Marxist
economics, or psychodynamic versus
behaviorist versus humanistic
approaches in psychology). If two
competing paradigms give different
explanations of a phenomenon, how
can we decide which is correct?
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Human Sciences
In consideration of the
historical development of the
human sciences, check out
the general description on
Encyclopedia Britainnica
online:
https://www.britannica.com/topic/s
ocial-science#googDisableSync

Journal #35 CR Prompt –
2/12/19

Journal #35 – 2/8/19
Links to Personal Knowledge

Is research in the human sciences
a viable route to learn about and,
in the long run, transform or
improve public policy for the
common good? Or is it
intrinsically valuable for the sake
of the knowledge that can be
gained? Might it rather have a
utilitarian or even covert purpose
behind it?

Knowledge Framework
Connections

Links to Personal Knowledge

How, if at all, can we determine
when, and in what circumstance,
should human science research
be used as one of the purposes
noted in the prompt, or if one or
another of these purposes
predominates?

Knowledge Framework

Knowledge Framework

Connections

Connections
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